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Viewpoint: the worst of years, the best of years? 

 

Unless a corporate bid or financial implosion emerges from left field, this is likely to be the last ‘Daily’ of the 

year. And what a tumultuous roller-coaster of a year it’s been. In March and April the construction and 

property industry seemed to be peering into the abyss; despite months of lockdown hokey-cokey, most of 

the industry appears to be in remarkably rude health.  

The first sign, for me, that something was seriously up in the sector was Forterra directors ‘elbow bumping’ 

rather than shaking hands with analysts at the brick maker’s annual results meeting on 10 March, just about 

the last physical event. Just under two weeks later the PM announced a national lockdown; over the next 

few days just about every quoted company in the sector issued statements, mostly withdrawing financial 

guidance and embarking on frantic cash preservation measures. Shares plunged across the board. The cash 

measures included widespread pauses in dividend payouts and many companies drawing down their entire 

revolving credit facilities – the equivalent of running up to your overdraft limit and stuffing the proceeds into 

an instant access savings account. A swathe of companies raised funds through equity placings, some of 

them looking distinctly opportunistic. 

To a great extent, the Government rode to the rescue. “They couldn’t possibly have done more for the 

industry”, the CEO of construction and property group told me. This included furloughing, tax deferrals and 

the Stamp Duty holiday. In the end there was not much requirement for furloughing, due to the exhortations 
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of the PM and Housing Secretary to get housebuilding sites and estate agents (the latter defined as essential 

retail) back open, at least in England, by 13 May. Housing market activity and prices took off almost 

instantly, boosted not only by the Stamp Duty holiday – which ends on 31 March, the same day as a 

tightening of the Government’s Help to Buy programme –  but also by a desire by many to move to bigger 

homes in less urban settings. 

We all got used to ‘WFH’ (working from home) with varying degrees of success. Early attempts, some 

excruciating, to host virtual results meetings gave way to what are now polished affairs. For many, especially 

office workers, productivity increased in the absence of commuting, office banter and serial trips to Pret. The 

great move online crystalised existing trends in the office and retail property sectors, with resultant demand 

for a repurposing of the high street. The beneficiaries are likely to be logistics, data centres and acceleration 

of 5G roll-out. The pandemic has also spurred commitment to carbon reduction: potentially huge for home 

energy reduction and ominous for airport construction. For most companies and investors, ESG 

(environmental, social, governance) issues used to fit in the ‘nice to have’ box, then briefly almost 

evaporated in the early panic; but have now been elevated firmly into the ‘must have’ category. 

Most companies have returned to issuing guidance, many have repaid furloughing cash and dividends are 

back. Average house prices have increased by more than the maximum £15,000 Stamp Duty saving; buyer 

enquiries and other lead indicators appear to be holding up despite the near impossibility of completing in 

time for the 31 March deadline. The huge criticism – deserved or otherwise – of the Government’s handling 

of the Coronavirus crisis are likely to intensify its efforts to deliver on infrastructure, housing delivery, 

‘levelling up’ and carbon reduction promises. A Brexit trade deal looks tantalisingly just hours from crossing 

the line. The economic outlook is gloomy, particularly regarding national debt and unemployment – 

although, with retraining, construction, where vacancies remain relatively high, could help mitigate 

joblessness. For the industry, 2021 is likely to be bumpy but, on balance, probably better than many suspect.  

A Merry Christmas and a Happy, Healthy and Successful New Year to all. 
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